
MOTI F-DESCR I PTION
The freely accessible castle ruins are located about two km east of Rupperts-
weiler. The castle rock is located on the summit of the north-eastern foothills 
of the Hummelberg. From here, there is a good distant view in the direction of 
Trifels and over the Palatinate Forest. On the other side of the panorama rock, 
the view extends to Ruppertsweiler and Münchweiler in the direction of Helters-
berg. Within a 2-3 km walk, you can reach other distant viewpoints such as the 
Ringstein, the Rabenfelsen and the Maiblumenfelsen.

 DI R ECTIONS AN D LO CATION
At the main crossroads in Lemberg, turn off in the direction of Lemberg Castle 
to the hikers‘ car park below the castle. From there, a marked, wide road leads 
in the direction of Ruppertstein. After approx. 2 km, past a forest shelter on the 
left, a narrow path leads to the Ruppert rock on the right after approx. 400 m.
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PHOTO SPOTS IN THE WEST PALATINATERUPPERTSTEIN ROCK

www.westpfalz.de

Febr./March; Oct./Nov.; 6:30 am - 9 am; also during snow.
Note: Closure of rock due to hawk breeding from end of April to mid July! 

Sun-cloud mix; sunrise and fog towards the east, Trifels Castle and 
Altdahn Castle towards the south-east. 

24-70 mm, 70-200 mm details depending on your perspective, tele 
converter 2.0 - gives 400 mm

Polarising filter and grey gradient soft GND 16, GND 8 depending on 
the light conditions.

Tripod: Yes

After ascending the natural sandstone steps, there are straight ahead 
are 2 wooden benches. There are many great perspectives here. The 
photo viewpoint with a view over the Wasgau is directly at the safety
fence, about 3 m from the wooden benches.

49.19702, 7.87171


